SAFES ZONE EASE INTO RELAXATION

Movement of stranded migrant labourers within State, allowed but e-commerce firms can’t sell non-essential goods

Today, the time is to restrict non-essential movements. India is currently dealing with an untold number of cases, the worse is yet to come. Smart lockdowns can take the load off our healthcare systems. It is time that we leveraged the advantages of the digital economy and e-commerce to deliver essential goods.

Since April 14, the Central government has imposed a nationwide lockdown to curb the spread of COVID-19. The lockdown has been extended three times so far. The government has allowed businesses to operate in green zones from May 3 onwards.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Home Minister Amit Shah and other officials have been using social media to educate people to follow preventive measures.

On Saturday, the government took a significant move by allowing e-commerce companies to deliver non-essential goods.

The government announced on Sunday that those who have received positive COVID-19 test results can register on the unified portal.

The government also announced that the sale of medicines, medical equipment, and essential items would continue.

IT firms to start operation with 50% workforce

Mumbai: IT and ITes companies in the wake of rising number of coronavirus cases have started working with 50% workforce. It is a move in the wake of MHA guidelines.

The IT ministry had earlier clarified that IT firms can operate with 50% workforce from May 4 onwards.

Slightly reduced output may take care of 75% of the current requirements.
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**Police旬报** reported that a 30-year-old man was arrested on charges of spreading fake news on social media. The man had posted a false message about a new and deadly virus that was spreading in the town. He had also posted pictures of himself wearing a mask and claimed to have recovered from the virus.

The man was arrested by the police who found the post to be false and misleading. He was charged with spreading false information and was sent to jail until further investigation.

The police urged people to be cautious and not to believe in false news. They also advised people to report any such cases to the police immediately.

---

**Coronavirus: 6 sustain burn injuries in cylinder explosion.**

A 28-year-old man whose fire personnel from Bokaro exploded, police said.
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Admn wages war against fake news

The Ranchi district administration has issued several guidelines on how to detect fake news.

As per district administration directives, fake news can spread very quickly because of the nature of social media, which does not allow for verification of facts.

The Ranchi district administration has also started conducting online meetings with local residents to educate them on how to check and verify the news.

The district administration advises residents to report any fake news to the police and to avoid sharing it on social media.

The district administration has also issued a warning that spreading fake news can lead to legal actions.

The Ranchi district administration has also set up a helpline number for residents to report any fake news they come across.

The Ranchi district administration has also started conducting raids on individuals spreading fake news.
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As a pricing rise in agrochemicals— they do not know the meaning of respect for the common man, as well as for the Constitution itself— many sharp questions for the Government. A number of them is the next big concern for the Government. It is not uncommon for the public to voice opinions that are far more delayed than those of the Government. On Sunday, the Prime Minister held a video conference with world leaders to discuss the COVID-19 pandemic. With 186 agrochemical companies and 100 Indian states, the Prime Minister added India’s energetic commas. COVID-19 has brought the employees and business-oriented groups and community organizations, saying the contagion has inflicted a deep scar on the employment and business-oriented world. The Prime Minister called for a global platform Linkedin to be tied to the employment and business-oriented world. The Prime Minister called for a global platform Linkedin to be tied to the employment and business-oriented world. The Prime Minister called for a global platform Linkedin to be tied to the employment and business-oriented world. The Prime Minister called for a global platform Linkedin to be tied to the employment and business-oriented world. The Prime Minister called for a global platform Linkedin to be tied to the employment and business-oriented world.
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Uddhav assures solution for migrants soon

The district authorities in Maharashtra have launched a special drive to make hotel rooms available to migrants. A Chief Minister Keshav Deshmukh also made an announcement that a helpline has been set up for migrants who are in need of assistance.

The drive was announced during a meeting with officials from the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, which is responsible for managing the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The meeting took place in Mumbai and was chaired by the Chief Minister of Maharashtra.

In his statement, Deshmukh praised the work of the Health Ministry and said that the government is doing everything possible to ensure that all migrants have access to safe and hygienic accommodation.

He also thanked the Centre for their support and said that the state government is committed to providing all necessary assistance to the migrants. The Chief Minister emphasized the importance of ensuring that migrants have access to basic amenities such as food, water, and medical care.

Deshmukh also called on other states to take similar steps and work towards creating a system that allows for the seamless movement of migrants across the country.

In conclusion, the Chief Minister emphasized the importance of providing support to migrants and stated that the Maharashtra government will continue to work towards creating a system that ensures the rights and well-being of all migrant workers.

Mumbai: Uddhav Thackeray told migrants to not panic and assured that Maharashtra Government is working round the clock to ensure that they have a place to stay, food to eat, and health care when needed.

He also informed the migrant community that ten thousand rooms have been made available for them in 600 hotels and lodges across Maharashtra. He urged the people to cooperate and follow the guidelines of the government.

He also announced the Maharashtra government’s plan to provide 100,000 tablets to the migrant community so that they can stay updated with the latest information about the COVID-19 pandemic.

The Chief Minister also highlighted the government’s efforts in providing medical care to migrants and announced that they have set a target of providing 50,000 oxygen beds to migrant workers.

Deshmukh also assured that the government will do whatever it takes to ensure the safety and well-being of the migrant community. He urged the people to cooperate and follow the guidelines of the government to help curb the spread of COVID-19.
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The hunt for a vaccine

Our scientists are working on a multi-purpose antidepressant. This highlights the need to fund R&D in a post-COVID world.

A new increasing number of people test positive. The rise in test positivity is alarming and prompts us to combat the virus with a vaccine. Clinical trials are ongoing, and the vaccine may help to control the spread of the virus. The vaccine is being developed at a rapid pace, and it is expected to be available soon.

The hunt for a vaccine is an integral part of the global fight against COVID-19. The vaccine is being tested on thousands of people, and the results are expected to be announced soon. The vaccine is expected to be distributed to the public as soon as it is approved by regulatory authorities.

Gender-based consequences of Coronavirus make it imperative for both the administration and social networks to ensure that the pandemic does not negate the gains of gender equality.
It is perhaps the first time in history that the entire human race, without any exception, is combating a common enemy, the COVID-19 virus.
Spain reports fewest daily deaths for a month

The number of people who died in Spain as a result of the coronavirus fell to its lowest level in a month on Saturday, focusing attention on the underlying causes of the epidemic, one after another, and on the repercussions of the pandemic at the global level.

The health ministry said 248 people had died in the last 24 hours, bringing the total to 24,679, while the number of new daily infections fell to 606, for a total of 369,896.

But while the cumulative death toll in Spain has flattened, the rate of daily new cases continues to fall, now at 0.2%

The lifting of restrictions in Spain has allowed families and friends to visit the elderly and vulnerable inside the country’s care homes for the first time since the shutdown three months ago.

The decision was made after a number of cases were discovered at a care home in Barcelona, the capital’s metropolitan area, where at least 30 residents and two staff members have died of the virus.

The new regulations also allow the elderly to be treated at home by doctors, who can now make house calls to provide care.

The government plans to tighten the rules again if the number of new infections rises.

Death sparks unrest at major migrant camp in Greece

Death of a gas worker at the Moria refugee camp in Lesbos has sparked violent clashes in the camp, the second such incident this month, leading to a lockdown by the Greek authorities.

The loss of life has added to the already tense atmosphere in the camp, which has been temporarily closed to new arrivals until further notice.

The incident has also highlighted the need for better coordination and communication between the various agencies involved in managing the camp.

Virus deaths in UK care homes doubled in week

Almost 4,000 people died in care homes in the UK last week, according to government figures, marking the highest weekly death toll in any country in the world.

The figures, which are based on deaths of people in care homes that were confirmed by a doctor, show that the number of deaths in care homes is now twice as high as the number of deaths in hospitals.

The government has been criticized for the way it has handled the crisis in care homes, which are home to many of the most vulnerable people in society.

Fears grow over new virus variant found in South Africa

A new coronavirus variant has been identified in South Africa, sparking concerns about the spread of the virus.

The variant, known as B.1.351, has been detected in a small number of patients in South Africa and is believed to be more infectious than previous variants.

The South African government has announced plans to stop all international flights to and from the country, and to implement a strict lockdown to try to contain the spread of the variant.

In the UK, there are currently no reports of the new variant, but the government has advised people to avoid contact with anyone who has recently returned from South Africa.

Walne virology lab chief denies virus originated from institute, says virus 'cannot be man-made'

Professor Richard Davenport-Hines, who was the first to identify the novel coronavirus, has denied that the virus originated from the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

In a statement, he said: “I have always been convinced that the virus is natural, not man-made.”

He added: “I have always been convinced that the virus is natural, not man-made.”

The comment comes after a team of experts from the World Health Organization (WHO) visited the Wuhan Institute of Virology in January to investigate the origins of the virus.

China declares Wuhan low-risk area

China has declared Wuhan, the city where the coronavirus outbreak started, a low-risk area.

The move comes after the coronavirus outbreak has been brought under control in China.

China has reported no new cases of coronavirus for more than 30 days, and the number of cases in Wuhan has fallen to zero.

The declaration means that Wuhan is now considered a low-risk area, and that people will no longer be required to isolate themselves when entering or leaving the city.
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The positive effects of learning music make it an ideal activity to engage in for children during quarantine, says SACHIN SHARMA

The challenge of learning and practicing music is not just a way to pass the time; it also has the potential to improve physical, mental, and emotional health. Children who engage in music-related activities can develop important skills, such as concentration, coordination, and creativity. Learning an instrument can also help children to express themselves in a healthy way, which can be particularly important during times of stress and uncertainty.

Additionally, music has been shown to have a calming effect, reducing anxiety and improving mood. Research has also linked music to improved academic performance, as well as enhanced social skills and emotional development. Children who participate in music education are more likely to develop a love for learning, which can carry over into other areas of their education.

In conclusion, learning music is not just a fun activity to do during quarantine; it can have numerous benefits for children's overall well-being. As schools and communities continue to adapt to the current situation, finding ways to support and encourage music education is more important than ever.
This lockdown has reconfirmed the fact that the gender-based, socially constructed roles can be smashed and that too for good, says Ruchita Satkar.
Fat reveals secret of Dhoni’s IPL success

Ishant’s thirst for knowledge impressed Gillespie

former Australian pacer and veteran cricket commentator Glenn ‘G49’ Arnold Gillespie was very impressed with Ishant Sharma’s willingness to learn when he played English cricket under the tutelage of former England captain Alastair Cook.

Gillespie was extremely impressed with Ishant’s eagerness to learn and improve his skills during his stint in English cricket. “Ishant is a very bright young man, and he has a thirst for knowledge and learning,” Gillespie said. “He is always looking to better himself and improve his game. He is very curious and asks a lot of questions.”

Gillespie also praised Ishant for his ability to adapt and learn from his mistakes. “He is very quick to learn from his mistakes and is always looking to improve his game,” Gillespie added. “He is very focused and has a great work ethic.”

Ishant’s success in English cricket has been impressive, and he has been consistently one of the top wicket-takers in the country. He has taken 110 wickets in 22 matches in English cricket so far, including 10 five-wicket hauls.

Ishant has also been a key part of India’s Test team, and he has taken 72 wickets in 21 matches. He was also the top wicket-taker in the recent Test series against Australia, taking 11 wickets in four matches.

Ishant’s performance in English cricket has not only impressed his teammates but also the cricket fraternity. He has been lauded for his performance, and he is expected to continue his good form in future matches.

Gillespie also believes that Ishant has a bright future ahead of him in cricket. “Ishant has the talent and the determination to go on and become one of the best bowlers in the world,” Gillespie said. “He has the potential to be a world-class bowler, and he just needs to keep working hard and improving his game.”

Ishant is expected to continue his good form in future matches, and he is likely to be a key part of India’s team for the upcoming series against South Africa. His performance in English cricket has been impressive, and he is expected to continue his good form in future matches.
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Ishant’s performance in English cricket has not only impressed his teammates but also the cricket fraternity. He has been lauded for his performance, and he is expected to continue his good form in future matches.

Ishant’s success in English cricket has been impressive, and he has been consistently one of the top wicket-takers in the country. He has taken 110 wickets in 22 matches in English cricket so far, including 10 five-wicket hauls.

Ishant has also been a key part of India’s Test team, and he has taken 72 wickets in 21 matches. He was also the top wicket-taker in the recent Test series against Australia, taking 11 wickets in four matches.